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Abstract. The result of the title generalizes and places in a new

set-theoretical context the well-known theorem of Halmos that

every compact Baire set is a ^¿. Sneïder's result of 1968 that every

perfectly normal compact space with ^-Souslin diagonal is metriz-

able, can now be seen to be true without the perfect normality con-

dition.

A set-theoretic lemma is established and used firstly to show that every

countably compact ^-Souslin set is a ^ (Theorem 1).

One immediate application of this result is the following. In 1945,

V. Snelder [8] proved that every compact Hausdorff space with a <Si

diagonal is metrizable, and in 1968 (see [9] and [10]) obtained the same

conclusion for perfectly normal spaces with i^-Souslin diagonals. His

1968 result can now be seen to follow without the perfect normality con-

dition from his work in 1945.

A second area of application of Theorem 1 stems from a result of

Halmos [4, Theorem D, p. 221] viz. "Every compact Baire set is a ^i."

Several generalizations have been established (see. for example, [1] and

[7]), mostly in the direction of abstractions of Halmos' proof. For example,

every Baire set is "distinguishable" and every compact distinguishable set

is a <Si (see [3]). Since every Baire set is ^-Souslin and ^-Souslin sets are

not necessarily distinguishable, Theorem 1 is a new (and purely set

theoretical) generalization of Halmos' result. That of C. A. Rogers in [6]

follows by a similar application of the lemma.

The Lemma is easily applied to show that every compact subset of a Tx

space with infinite weight n is the intersection of n open sets. A similar

result holds for f-Lindelöf sets.

The author is indebted to the referee for comments on the original

version of this paper.

Notation. The diagonal of a set X is defined as {(x, x):x e X}. Let

N be the set of positive integers, and let

S = {(«!, «2, • ■ • , nk):k, «!, «2, • • • , nk e A/}.
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For .Wçexp X, an Jf-Souslin set is a set of the form

\J{r){H(s):s <o}:oeNn}   where    H:S^Jf,

and "i<(i1, r2, ' ' ')" means that s=(tx, t2, ■ ■ ■ , tn) for some n. A sub-

space V of a topological space X is l-Lindelof for a cardinal number ï if

every open cover of V contains a subcover with cardinality less than or

equal to ï. (Thus, X0-Lindelöf = Lindelöf.) A Jfn is an intersection of n

or fewer elements of Stf. We denote by &(X) V$(X)\—or simply &Y$\

when unambiguous—the family of closed (open) sets of X. (Thus

»grs "_»§?/'.) By V we mean the complement of V.

Lemma. Let X be a set, V a subset, fy a cover of V and W the collection

of sub cover s of'*%'. Suppose that Bç. W and B contains a subcover of every

element of W. Set L=f| {IJ ^-^ 6 &}.
Then P^Lifi and only if, P^V and for every (x, xx) E Vx P' there exists

U e°U such that (x, xx)eUx U'.

Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose that P satisfies the given condition. Let

x, g P', and for each x in V, let Ux e W be such that (x, xx) e Uxx U'x.

Now {Ux:x e V) e W and therefore has a subcover /efi. Thus x, ^

U{i/,:Jte F}^1J /2L, and so /"contains L.

Necessity. Note that V^L^P. Let (x, xx) e Kx?'. Since xx*£L,

we have x, ^ (J ^# for some ^ e Ä£ W, and the result follows.

Theorem 1. Let G be a ^-Sous/in set of a topological space X, and K

a countably compact subset of G. There exists a @ô set L with K^L^G.

Proof. Let G=U {f) {U(s):s<o}:o e NN}, with U(s) open for each

s in 5. If (x, xx)e KxG', there exists 5 e S for which (x, x,) e U(s) X U(s)'.

We can thus apply the Lemma with V=K, ^/={U(s):s e S), Ä=

{^f e W:^M is finite} and P=G, concluding that

K s L = H {U -^:-^ = # is a finite cover of K} £ C.

The set L is a ^.

Corollaries.    (1.1) £re/j countably compact ^S-Souslin set is a eá\.

(1.2) A compact Hausdorff space X is metrizable if, and only if its

diagonal is 'S-Souslin.

(1.3) The families of F-Souslin sets and @-Souslin sets of a countably

compact Hausdorff space coincide if, and only if, every closed set is a 9¿.

Proofs.    Part 1 follows directly from Theorem 1.

Part 2 is proved in the introduction.

Part 3 is proved as follows: If the two families coincide, then every

(countably compact) closed set is  i^-Souslin and therefore a á?a by
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Theorem 1. If every closed set is a <Si, every J^-Souslin set is ^-Souslin

(see, for example, [5, p. 106]). Similarly, every í^-Souslin set is !F-

Souslin.

Theorem 2.    Let X be a Tx space with weight m.

(a) Every compact subset of X is a <&m whenever m is infinite.

(b) Every i-Lindelof subset of X is a ^m whenever mf=m.

Proof. Let Fs X and let °U be a basis with cardinality m. In both cases

we apply the "sufficiency" part of the Lemma with F= V, concluding that

(#) V=L= f]{\J^:^eB}

for every family B containing subcovers of all elements of W.

The equality (#) yields the conclusions of Theorem 2 by taking B to be,

respectively,

(a) the family of finite subcovers of °U and (b) the family of subcovers

of °ll with cardinality less than or equal to f.

Notes. 1. Topological spaces whose weight m satisfies ml=m are

discussed, for example, in [2].

2. Theorem 2 has the trivial converse that if X is a topological space

satisfying (a) or (b) for some m, then X is Tx.

The following corollary follows directly from Theorem 2(a).

Corollary 2. Every compact subspace of a second countable Tx space

is a 9t.
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